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Readings for This Lecture

• “Basics of Compiler Design”, Torben Aegidius Mogensen

• “Understanding Compilers for Humans,” Luke Wilson

• “Writing a Self-compiling Compiler from Scratch”
(https://github.com/DoctorWkt/acwj), Warren Toomey

• “Source Code Optimization”, Felix von Leitner
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What is a Compiler?

• A compiler is a computer program that translates a programming
language into a machine language (or more generally, one language
into another).

• Programming languages are meant to be human-readable.

• Machine languages are the native instructions understood by the CPU.

• To write effective code, it helps to understand how compilers work.
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Compiler Optimization

• Most machine languages are actually fairly simple.

• However, this makes them tedious to work with directly.

• The purpose of a programming language is to hide details so programs
can be expressed more naturally.

• The instructions are at a higher level of abstraction.

• Unfortunately, this makes it easy to write inefficient code.

• Besides performing the translation to machine code, a compiler also tries
to optimize the resulting code.

• The programmer can sometimes help this along.
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Steps in Compilation

• Lexical analysis (lexing): Divides the text into tokens

• Syntax analysis (parsing): Generates the syntax tree

• Type checking: Checks for type consistency

• Intermediate code generation: Translates code to machine independent
intermediate language

• Register allocation: Assigns variables to registers

• Machine code generation: Generate machine code (textual)

• Assembly and linking: Creates final binaries
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What the Lexer Does

• Cuts the input into tokens.

• Distinguishes which one of several types each token is.

– Keywords
– Variable names
– Integers
– Floating-point numbers
– String constants

• When there are multiple ways to do this, the lexer must choose.

• In C, is if17 a keyword followed by a number or a variable name?
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Tokenization Example

julia> collect(tokenize("function add5(x); x += 5; end"))

17-element Array{Tokenize.Tokens.Token,1}:

1,1-1,8 KEYWORD "function"

1,9-1,9 WHITESPACE " "

1,10-1,13 IDENTIFIER "add5"

1,14-1,14 LPAREN "("

1,15-1,15 IDENTIFIER "x"

1,16-1,16 RPAREN ")"

1,17-1,17 SEMICOLON ";"

1,18-1,18 WHITESPACE " "

1,19-1,19 IDENTIFIER "x"

1,20-1,20 WHITESPACE " "

1,21-1,22 OP "+="

1,23-1,23 WHITESPACE " "

1,24-1,24 INTEGER "5"

1,25-1,25 SEMICOLON ";"

1,26-1,26 WHITESPACE " "

1,27-1,29 KEYWORD "end"

1,30-1,29 ENDMARKER ""
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Tokenization and Regular Expressions

• A regular expression defines a recursive set of rules that can be applied
to an alphabet to define a set of strings.

• A regular language is the set of strings defined by a regular expression.

• Regular expressions can be written using a compact syntax, such as the
Basic Regular Expressions of the POSIX standard.

^ Matches the starting position within the string.
. Matches any single character
[ ] Matches any single character that is contained within the brackets.
[^ ] Matches a single character that is not contained within the brackets.
$ Matches the ending position of the string.
( ) Defines a marked subexpression. The string matched within the

parentheses can be recalled later (see the next bullet, \n).
\n Matches what the nth marked subexpression matched, where n

is a digit from 1 to 9.
* Matches the preceding element zero or more times.
{m,n} Matches the preceding element at least m and not more than n

times.
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Examples of Regular Expressions

.at matches any three-character string ending with “at”, including
“hat”, “cat”, and “bat”.

[hc]at “hat” and “cat”.
[^b]at matches all strings matched by .at except “bat”.
[^hc]at matches all strings matched by .at other than “hat” and “cat”.
^[hc]at matches “hat” and “cat”, but only at the beginning of the

string or line.
[hc]at$ matches “hat” and “cat”, but only at the end of the string or line.
s.* matches s followed by zero or more characters, for example:

“s” and “saw” and “seed”.
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Examples of Regular Expressions

In the wild, regular expression can look incredibly complex at first.

parse_yaml() {

local yaml_file=$1

local prefix=

local s

local w

local fs

s='[[:space:]]*'
w='[a-zA-Z0-9_.-]*'
fs="$(echo @|tr @ '\034')"

(

sed -e '/- [^\\]'"[^\']"'.*: /s|\([ ]*\)- \([[:space:]]*\)|\1-\'$'\n'' \1\2|g' |

sed -ne '/^--/s|--||g; s|\"|\\\"|g; s/[[:space:]]*$//g;' \

-e "/#.*[\"\']/!s| #.*||g; /^#/s|#.*||g;" \

-e "s|^\($s\)\($w\)$s:$s\"\(.*\)\"$s\$|\1$fs\2$fs\3|p" \

-e "s|^\($s\)\($w\)${s}[:-]$s\(.*\)$s\$|\1$fs\2$fs\3|p" |

awk -F"$fs" '{
indent = length($1)/2;

if (length($2) == 0) { conj[indent]="+";} else {conj[indent]="";}

vname[indent] = $2;

for (i in vname) {if (i > indent) {delete vname[i]}}

if (length($3) > 0) {

vn=""; for (i=0; i<indent; i++) {vn=(vn)(vname[i])("_")}

printf("%s%s%s%s=(\"%s\")\n", "'"$prefix"'",vn, $2, conj[indent-1],$3);

}

}' |
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sed -e 's/_=/+=/g' |

awk 'BEGIN {

FS="=";

OFS="="

}

/(-|\.).*=/ {

gsub("-|\\.", "_", $1)

}

{ print }'
) < "$yaml_file"

}
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Finite Automata

• A finite automata (FA) is a simple machine that has a finite number of
states and a well-defined set of transitions between states.

• Certain states are defined as accepting states.

• Starting from a given initial state, the machine continues until reaching
an accepting state.

• Roughly speaking, every regular expression corresponds to a certain FA

• This FA can be used to determine whether a given string is a member of
a regular language.

• The lexer must determine whether a given string belongs to one of several
languages.

• This can be done using a single FA.
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Deterministic Finite Automata (Example)

• The following DFA determines whether a binary input string has an even
number of 0s.

– Set of states Q = {S1, S2}
– Input alphabet Σ = {0, 1}
– Initial state q0 = S1

– Accepting states F = S1

– Transition table
0 1

S1 S2 S1

S2 S1 S2

• The corresponding regular expression is ((1*) 0 (1*) 0 (1*))*
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Syntax Analysis (Parsing)

• Once the tokens are identified, the logic of the code itself is analyzed
and the tokens are put back together into

– Expressions: constructs that stand for values
– Statements: constructs that perform basic actions or control the

execution of the program.
– Declarations: constructs that introduce identifiers

• We can develop rules that define how to identify each of these.

assignment = identifier, equals, int | identifier

• An Abstract Syntax Tree representing the logic of the program is
generated.
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Abstract Syntax Tree (Julia)

julia> CSTParser.parse("function add5(x); x += 5; end")

1:29 FunctionDef

1:9 FUNCTION

10:18 Call

10:13 add5

14:14 (

15:15 x

16:18 )

19:26 Block

19:26 BinaryOpCall

19:20 x

21:23 OP: PLUS_EQ

24:26 INTEGER: 5

27:29 END
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Abstract Syntax Tree (Python)

>>> import ast, astpretty

>>> with open("hello.py", "r") as source:

... astpretty.pprint(ast.parse(source.read()))

Module(

body=[

FunctionDef(

lineno=1,

col_offset=0,

name='say_hello',
args=arguments(args=[], vararg=None, kwonlyargs=[], kw_defaults=[], kwarg=None, defaults=[]),

body=[

Expr(

lineno=2,

col_offset=4,

value=Call(

lineno=2,

col_offset=4,

func=Name(lineno=2, col_offset=4, id='print', ctx=Load()),

args=[Str(lineno=2, col_offset=10, s='Hello, World!')],
keywords=[],

),

),

],

decorator_list=[],

returns=None,

),

],

)
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Abstract Syntax Tree (Python)

>>> astpretty.pprint(ast.parse('if x == y: y += 4').body[0])
If(

lineno=1,

col_offset=0,

test=Compare(

lineno=1,

col_offset=3,

left=Name(lineno=1, col_offset=3, id='x', ctx=Load()),

ops=[Eq()],

comparators=[Name(lineno=1, col_offset=8, id='y', ctx=Load())],

),

body=[

AugAssign(

lineno=1,

col_offset=11,

target=Name(lineno=1, col_offset=11, id='y', ctx=Store()),

op=Add(),

value=Num(lineno=1, col_offset=16, n=4),

),

],

orelse=[],

)
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Intermediate Code Generation

• From the syntax tree, machine-independent intermediate code is
generated.

• Finally, the intermediate code is used to generate machine code for the
target machine.

• Such code must make certain assumptions to be platform-independent,
e.g., assuming an infinite number of registers.

• To make translation easier, most instructions are atomic.

• Translation of intermediate code to machine code is then independent of
programming language.

• The reason for this design is to enable the front end of the compiler to
be written independently from the back end.

• We can write front ends for each language and back ends for each
platform and then combine a front end with a back end to make a
compiler.

• Example: clang and LLVM.
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Intermediate Code Examples

1 function xplusy(x::Int, y::Int)

2 x + y

3 end

julia> @code_llvm debuginfo=:none xplusy(10, 15)

define i64 @julia_xplusy_17863(i64, i64) {

top:

%2 = add i64 %1, %0

ret i64 %2

}
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Intermediate Code Examples

1 function f(x::Array{Float64,1}, stride::Int, limit::Int)

2 s = 0

3 i = 0

4 while(true)

5 i += stride

6 if (i > limit)

7 break

8 end

9 @inbounds s=x[i]

10 end

11 return s

12 end
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Intermediate Code Examples
define { %jl_value_t addrspace(10)*, i8 } @julia_ff_17862([8 x i8]* noalias nocapture align 8 ... {

top:

%4 = icmp sgt i64 %2, %3

br i1 %4, label %union_move1, label %L9

L9: ; preds = %top, %L9

%5 = phi i64 [ %6, %L9 ], [ %2, %top ]

%6 = add i64 %5, %2

%7 = icmp sgt i64 %6, %3

br i1 %7, label %union_move, label %L9

post_union_move: ; preds = %union_move1, %union_move

%8 = phi { %jl_value_t addrspace(10)*, i8 } [ { %jl_value_t addrspace(10)* addrspacecast ... }, ]

ret { %jl_value_t addrspace(10)*, i8 } %8

union_move: ; preds = %L9

%9 = add i64 %5, -1

%10 = addrspacecast %jl_value_t addrspace(10)* %1 to %jl_value_t addrspace(11)*

%11 = bitcast %jl_value_t addrspace(11)* %10 to double addrspace(13)* addrspace(11)*

%12 = load double addrspace(13)*, double addrspace(13)* addrspace(11)* %11, align 8

%13 = getelementptr inbounds double, double addrspace(13)* %12, i64 %9

%14 = bitcast double addrspace(13)* %13 to i64 addrspace(13)*

%15 = load i64, i64 addrspace(13)* %14, align 8

%16 = bitcast [8 x i8]* %0 to i64*

store i64 %15, i64* %16, align 8

br label %post_union_move

union_move1: ; preds = %top

%17 = bitcast [8 x i8]* %0 to i64*

store i64 0, i64* %17, align 8

br label %post_union_move

}
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Assembly Code Generation (Example)

1 #include <stdio.h>

2

3 // Main function

4 int main(void) {

5 int a = 1;

6 int b = 2;

7 int c = a + b;

8 printf("%d\n", c);

9 return 0;

10 }
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Assembly Code Generation (Example)

.file "sample.c" ; name of the source file

.section .rodata ; Read only data

.LC0: ; Local constant

.string "%d\n" ; string constant we used

.text ; beginning of the code segment

.globl main ; declare main symbol to be global

.type main, @function ; main is a function

main: ; beginning of main function

.LFB0: ; Local function beginning

.cfi_startproc ; ignore them

pushq %rbp ; save the caller's frame pointer

.cfi_def_cfa_offset 16

.cfi_offset 6, -16

movq %rsp, %rbp ; set the stack pointer as the frame base pointer

.cfi_def_cfa_register 6

subq $16, %rsp ; set up the space

movl $1, -12(%rbp)

movl $2, -8(%rbp)

movl -12(%rbp), %edx

movl -8(%rbp), %eax

addl %edx, %eax

movl %eax, -4(%rbp)

movl -4(%rbp), %eax

movl %eax, %esi

movl $.LC0, %edi

movl $0, %eax

call printf

movl $0, %eax

leave

.cfi_def_cfa 7, 8

ret ; return from the function

.cfi_endproc
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AOT versus JIT

• A language that is compiled ahead-of-time (AOT) (also called a static
compiler) compiles once before the executable/library is invoked with
specific input.

• A language that is compiled just-in-time (JIT) (or dynamically) compiles
when the code is run and the input is known.

• The advantage of JIT compilation is that the code can be compiled with
specific knowledge of its use (specific types used can be inferred, etc.).

• This allows JIT-compiled languages to use dynamic typing.

• AOT-compiled languages must generally be strongly typed in order to
produce efficient code.

• A big disadvantage of JIT-compiled languages is that compilation time
is part of the overall run-time rather than being done ahead of time.
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Interpreted Languages

• In an interpreted language, there is no explicit “compile” step.

• The program may either be executed directly using the syntax tree or by
translating intermediate code “on the fly.”

• A virtual machine with native instructions from the intermediate language
executes the program as if it were machine code.

• The translation to the machine code of the computer itself essentially
occurs in real time.

• This results in a number of inefficiencies, so interpreted languages tend
to be slower than compiled ones.

• Python and Matlab are examples of interpreted language.

• You can write extensions to both Python and Matlab directly in C/C++,
so a good strategy is to use C/C++ for functions for which speed
matters.
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A Little More About Python

• The term “Python” is used in different ways and it can be confusing.

• The original CPython, which was written in C, is technically a compiled
language.

• The first time a program is run, it gets compiled into “byte code,” its
intermediate language.

• It is the byte code that is interpreted.

• Thus, CPython is really two languages, one high level and one low level.

• The high-level version of the language can also be interpreted/compiled
in other ways and can even run on top of other virtual machines.

– Jython compiles Python to Java bytecode.
– IronPython runs on the Microsoft CLR.
– Numba adds JIT compilation ot Python.
– Cython is an optimizing static compiler that combines Python and C.

• Numba and Cython make Python into something more like Julia.
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Example: Python Byte Code

>>> def foo(a):

... x = 3

... return x+a

...

>>> foo.func_code.co_code

'd\x01\x00}\x01\x00|\x01\x00|\x00\x00\x17S'
>>> import dis

>>> dis.dis(foo.func_code)

2 0 LOAD_CONST 1 (3)

3 STORE_FAST 1 (x)

3 6 LOAD_FAST 1 (x)

9 LOAD_FAST 0 (a)

12 BINARY_ADD

13 RETURN_VALUE

>>>
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Machine Code Generation

• The final step is translating the intermediate code to machine code.

• This encompasses a number of different issues.

• Some instruction sets include non atomic instructions of which we should
take advantage.

• There are also a large number of variants on conditional jumps.

• Perhaps the most interesting step, however, is register allocation.
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Register Allocation

• The register allocation problem is to map a large number of variables to
a small number of registers.

• This is done by assigning multiple variables to the same register using
liveness analysis.

• By analyzing when different variables are alive and dead, i.e., are never
used again, we create a conflict graph.

• The nodes are variables and the edges indicate a conflict.

• The problem of finding the minimum number of registers is equivalent
to graph coloring.

• If there aren’t enough registers, then we have spilling.
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Type Checking

• One of the major differences between programming languages is whether
and how they do type checking.

• Type checking ensures that the program doesn’t perform operations that
are undefined for a given type.

• Machine language is an untyped language, as it regards all data as just
strings of bits.

• Most other languages have some kind of typing

– Strong/weak
– Static/dynamic
– Explicit/implicit
– Safe/unsafe
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Type Inference

• Types also have another very important role and that is to aid the
generation of efficient machine code.

• We have seen that some operations are more efficients with integers that
floats.

• The Python list type is convenient, but to allow any type to be added to
a list, it must be implemented as an array of pointers.

• This fragments the memory substantially and disrupts the use of cache.

• If we knew a list would only have integers on it, then we could store it in
a single block of contiguous memory, which allows many optimizations.

• In CPython, these optimizations are not possible because of the lack of
typing.

• This makes many thing very inefficient.
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Example

• Recall our matrix multiplication example from Lecture 2.

• Note that we did not specify any types for the arguments.

• Julia was able to infer them and there is no performance penalty.

• However, if we want to ensure that only two-dimesnional matrices of
numbers are passed to the function, we can declare it as below.

1 function matmult_naive!(C::Array{T, 2}, A::Array{T, 2},

2 B::Array{T, 2}) where T <: Number

3 fill!(C, 0)

4 for i ∈ 1:size(A, 1), j ∈ 1:size(B, 2), k ∈ 1:size(A, 2)

5 C[i, j] += A[i, k] * B[k, j]

6 end

7 return(C)

8 end
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Optimizations

• Common subexpression elimination: Evaluate common subexpressions
once.

a[i] = a[i] + 2

• Code hoisting: Remove code from loops that doesn’t need to be executed
every time.

1 while (j < k){

2 sum = sum + a[i][j];

3 j++;

4 }

A large part of the calculation of a[i][j] is repeated each time

• Constant propagation: Replace constants with the actual value.
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Specialized CPU instructions

• There are some other specialized CPU instructions that can be exploited
if the compiler supports them.

• Julia exposes three such instructions directly through functions.

– popcnt counts the number of ones in the binary representation of an
integer.

– tzcnt counts the number of trailing zeros in the binary representation
of an integer.

– bswap reverses the order of individual bytes in a multi-byte integer.

• Julia even allows the direct calling of CPU instructions.
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Exploiting CPU instructions

Here, we compare the built-in count_ones functions with a manually coded
one.

1 function manual_count_ones(x)

2 n = 0

3 while x != 0

4 n += x & 1

5 x >>>= 1

6 end

7 return n

8 end

julia> @btime sum(manual_count_ones, data)

257.900 µs (1 allocation: 16 bytes)

julia> @btime sum(count_ones, data)

2.444 µs (1 allocation: 16 bytes)
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Inlining

• Including the code of small functions directly in the callewr is called
inlining.

• Inlining small functions can make sense to avoid the overhead of function
calls, etc.

• This iusually done automatically, but doing it manually can sometimes
help.

• In the following, the + operator, which is a function, has been inlined.

julia> call_plus(x) = x + 1

julia> code_native(call_plus, (Int,), debuginfo=:none)

.text

leaq 1(%rdi), %rax

retq

nopw %cs:(%rax,%rax)

nop
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Effect of Inlining

To see the effect of inlining, we can evaluate a simple function with and
without inlining.

1 function time_function(F, x::AbstractVector)

2 n = 0

3 for i in x

4 n += F(i)

5 end

6 return n

7 end

julia> @noinline noninline_poly(x) = x^3 - 4x^2 + 9x - 11

julia> inline_poly(x) = x^3 - 4x^2 + 9x - 11

julia> @btime time_function(noninline_poly, data)

17.300 µs (1 allocation: 16 bytes)

julia> @btime time_function(inline_poly, data);

5.217 µs (1 allocation: 16 bytes)
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Loop Unrolling

• Although loops make code easier to read, they can be very inefficient.

• This is due to the overhead in incrementing the loop counter, loss of
efficiency from combined writes, etc.

• This can be avoided by “unrolling” the loop, as below.

• Some compilers will do this automatically.
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Loop Unrolling Example

1 function sum_vector(v::Array{Int, 1})

2 n = 0

3 for i in 1:length(v)

4 n += v[i]

5 end

6 return n

7 end

8
9 function sum_vector_unrolled(v::Array{Int, 1})

10 n = 0

11 i = 1

12 for chunk in 1:div(length(v), 4)

13 n += v[i + 0]

14 n += v[i + 1]

15 n += v[i + 2]

16 n += v[i + 3]

17 i += 4

18 end

19 return n

20 end

julia> @btime sum_vector(x)

5.300 µs (0 allocations: 0 bytes)

julia> @btime sum_vector_unrolled(x)

2.800 µs (0 allocations: 0 bytes)
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Branch Prediction

• In general, CPUs may move the next instruction into the instruction
cache before the previous one has finished, a form of pipelining.

• This works well until a branch is encountered.

• In this case, the CPU makes a guess as to which branch will be taken.

• The CPU “learns” how to make better predictions as the program runs,
but there will still be plenty of wrong predictions in some cases.

• This effect can be measured with the following function the copies all
the odd numbers from a vector.
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Branch Prediction Example

1 # Copy all odd numbers from src to dst.

2 function copy_odds!(dst::Vector{UInt}, src::Vector{UInt})

3 write_index = 1

4 @inbounds for i in eachindex(src) # <--- this branch is trivially easy to predict

5 v = src[i]

6 if isodd(v) # <--- this is the branch we want to predict

7 dst[write_index] = v

8 write_index += 1

9 end

10 end

11 return dst

12 end

julia> src_all_odd = [2i+1 for i in src_random];

julia> dst = rand(UInt, 5000);

julia> src_random = rand(UInt, 5000);

julia> src_all_odd = [2i+1 for i in src_random];

julia> @btime copy_odds!(dst, src_random);

13.700 µs (0 allocations: 0 bytes)

julia> @btime copy_odds!(dst, src_all_odd);

2.080 µs (0 allocations: 0 bytes)
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Bit Operations

• Because computers store numbers in binary, operations that involve
flipping or shifting bits are very efficient.

• For example, multiplying by 2 is just shifting all bits to the left and
adding a zero.

• This can be taken advantage of in many situations.

• Modern compilers will do this automatically.

• Dividing by a power of two, this can be done with bit shifting.

divide_slow(x) = div(x, 8)

divide_fast(x) = x >>> 3;

• Julia actually does this optimization automatically.

julia> code_native(divide_slow, (UInt,), debuginfo=:none)

.text

movq %rdi, %rax

shrq $3, %rax

retq

nopl (%rax,%rax)
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Tail Recursion

• Recursion is a very effective tool for expressing algorithms succinctly.

• However it can generate inefficient code due to the overhead of function
calls.

• If the last call in a function is recursive, it is easy to replace the recursion
with iteration.

1 long fact(long x){

2 if (x <= 0) return 1;

3 return x*fact(x-1);

4 }
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Counting Down

• Comparing to zero is faster than comparing to a non-zero.

• Prefer

1 int zero(char *array){

2 for (i = 1024-1; i >= 0; --i){

3 array[i] = 23;

4 }

5 }

to

1 int zero(char *array){

2 for (i = 0; i < 1024; ++i){

3 array[i] = 23;

4 }

5 }
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Dirty Tricks

• Casting to unsigned makes negative values wrap to be very large.

1 int regular(int i){

2 if (i > 5 && i < 100){

3 return 1;

4 return 0;

5 }

6

7 int clever(int i) {

8 return (((unsigned)i) - 6 > 93);

9 }
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